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Abstract:
In this paper, we apply the Duhamel’s Principle 

to prove the Hyers-Ulam-Rassias stability for 
one-dimensional inhomogeneous wave equation 
on an infinite homogeneous string with zero initial 
conditions. We have also established the Hyers-
Ulam-Rassias stability of nonzero initial value 
problem of the inhomogeneous wave equation for 
an infinite string. Some illustrative examples are 
given.

Keywords: Hyers-Ulam-Rassias Sability, 
Wave Equation, Duhamel’s Principle.

ملخص:
ديوهامل  مبد�أ  �لباحث  ��ستخدم  �لبحث،  هذ�  في 
لحلّ  هيري�س-�أولام-ر��سي�س  بمعنى  ��ستقر�ر  لاإثبات 
ولا  متجان�س  وتر  عبر  �لمتجان�سة  غير  �لموجية  �لمعادلة 
نهائي، عندما تكون �ل�شروط  �لابتد�ئية �سفرية. ولقد �أثبت 
ا �لا�ستقر�ر للمعادلة �لموجية غير �لمتجان�سة عبر وتر  �أي�سً
متجان�س ولا نهائي، عندما تكون �ل�شروط  �لابتد�ئية غير 

�سفرية. وجرى دعم �لنتائج ببع�س �لاأمثلة �لتو�سيحية.
هيري�س- بمفهوم  �لا�ستقر�ر  المفتاحية:  الكلمات 

�أولام-ر��سي�س، �لمعادلة �لموجية، مبد�أ ديوهامل.

1- Introduction and Preliminaries
The study of stability problems for various 

functional equations originated from a famous 
talk given by Ulam in 1940. In the talk, Ulam 
discussed a problem concerning the stability of 
homomorphisms. A significant breakthrough 
came in 1941, when Hyers [1] gave a partial 
solution to Ulam’s problem. After that and 
during the last two decades, a great number 
of papers have been extensively published 
concerning the various generalizations of Hyers 
result .(see [2-10]).

Alsina and Ger [11] were the first 
mathematicians who investigated the Hyers-Ulam 
stability of the differential equation   They 
proved that if a differentiable function  

 satisfies    for 

all   then there exists a differentiable 

function   satisfying   

for any   such that   for all  

 This result of Alsina and Ger has been 
generalized by Takahasi et al [12]  to the case of 
the complex Banach space valued differential 
equation   

Furthermore, the results of Hyers-Ulam 
stability of differential equations of first order 
were also generalized by Miura et al. [13], Jung 
[14] and Wang et al. [15].

Gordji et al. [16] generalized Jung’s result 
to first order and second order nonlinear partial 
differential equations. Lungu and Craciun [17] 
established results on the Ulam-Hyers stability 
and the generalized Ulam-Hyers-Rassias stability 
of nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential 
equations. Jung [18], Choi and  Jung [19] had used 
coordination substitution way and respectively, 
the method of a kind of dilation invariance to 
prove the generalized Hyers-Ulam stability of 
wave equation. E. Biçer [20] applied Laplace 
transform technique to establish the Hyers-Ulam 
stability for the wave equation.

In this paper we consider the Hyers-Ulam-
Rassias stability of the nonhomogeneous

wave equation

 with zero initial condition

 where    
Moreover we have proved sufficient 

conditions for Hyers-Ulam-Rassias stability of 
the inhomogeneous wave equation
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with nonzero initial condition

 Definition 1 [21]  We will say that the 
equation (1.1) has the Hyers-Ulam-Rassias (HUR) 
stability if there exists   and for 
each solution    of the 
inequality   

with the initial condition (1.2) 

,
 then there 

exists a solution   of the 
equation (1.1) 

,
 such that  

   where    is a 

constant that does not depend on   nor on 

 and   

Definition 2 [21]    We will say that the 
equation (1.3) has the Hyers-Ulam-Rassias (HUR) 
stability with respect to   if there exists 

 such that for each  and for each 

solution   of the 
inequality   

with the initial condition (1.4) 

,
 then there 

exists a solution   of the 
equation (1.3) 

,
 such that  

 
where    is a constant that does not depend on  

 nor on  and   

Now, to motivate the Duhamel method for 
stability of the infinite homogeneous string in the 
sense of Hyers-Ulam-Rassias we will consider the 
following related problem

with initial condition

where  

Now, notice that the problem (1.5),(1.6) has 
initial conditions prescribed at arbitrary time  

 rather than at   Thus we can rewrite  
  where    

solves the problem

(Duhamel’s Principle for the wave equation 

(1.1), see [22] )    If   in

 2. On Hyers-Ulam-Rassias Stability
for Inhomogeneous Wave Equation

First consider the HUR stability of the IV 
problem (1.3),(1.4) of forced vibrations of a 
homogeneous infinite string with zero initial 
conditions.

Theorem 1.1 If   
solves the homogeneous problem (1.7),(1.8), 

  and there is a 

function such that 
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then the IV inhomogeneous problem(1.1),(1.2) 
is stable in the sense of HUR.    

Proof.  Let   be an 
approximate solution of the IV problem (1.1),(1.2) 

.
 We will show that there exists a function  

 satisfying the equation 
(1.1) and the initial condition (1.2) such that 

For (1.1) let consider the inequality     

satisfies the problem(1.1),(1.2). Indeed Since  

 we differentiate twice, 
successively with respect to  t  in order  to obtain 

this shows that   is a solution of (1.1).
The equations (2.7), (2.8) yield   
respectively 

.
 

By D’Alembert formula, the solution of the 
problem (1.7), (1.8) is given by

From (2.6) and (2.7) we infer that the IV 
problem (1.1), (1.2) is stable in the sense of HUR.

To illustrate the obtained results we give the 
following example.

 Example 2.1 Let the following IV problem 
be given
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One can show that 

Hence, the IV problem (2.12), (2.13) is stable 
in the sense of HUR.

Now we will consider the HUR stability of 
the IV problem (1.1), (1.2) of forced Vibrations 
of a homogeneous infinite string with nonzero 
initial conditions. For this purpose, we consider 
the following related problems for stability of the 
infinite homogeneous string in the sense of HUR.

with initial condition

then the IV inhomogeneous problem(1.3),(1.4) 
is stable in the sense of HUR.    
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Proof.  Let  be 
an approximate solution of the IV problem 
(1.3),(1.4). We will show that there exists a 

function   satisfying 
the equation (1.3) and the initial condition (1.4) 
such that 

First we make a substitution  

 where  

  is a solution of 
IVP (2.25),(2.26).

Consider the following inequality associated 
with Eq. (1.3)   

we get 
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This shows that   is a solution of (1.3). 
From (2.32) and the initial condition (2.26) it 
follows that   respectively.

By virtue of (2.31) and applying D’ Alembert 
formula to (2.25) and (2.26), the solution of 
equation (1.3) is given by

Therefore, the inequalities (2.36), (2.37) 
that the IV problem (2.34),(2.35) are stable in the 
sense of HUR.

Remark It should be noted here that it follows 
easily that the solutions (2.11), (2.33) are unique.
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